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Empower Your Team
Flip on over to that brochure, case study, or price sheet card—and send your customer a link while you’re still with them. 
Whether you are a rep, part of a small sales team, or belong to a corporate salesforce, Flipdeck can help you organize and 
share links to key information in seconds. No more waiting until you’re back at the office to send the info your customer 
needs. A familiar cards and decks visual approach makes it easy to find the info you need to share.

Today’s customers expect a quick response. A Flipdeck for Teams Account helps sales teams share key information in a 
timely manner and promotes consistency of your message. With Flipdeck for Teams, the most effective information is in 
the hands of your sales people and ready to share with customers. 

Keep your message 
consistent

No matter the size of your team, 
everyone is on the same page with 

one central location for content 
distribution.

Share the right content in 
seconds

Give your team the most up-to-date 
content, so they can share the right 
information with prospects at any 

time.

Keep track of your team 
activities

Gain insights with analytic tools. 
See what information your team 

shared the most, who the top users 
are, and more.
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Highlights

Analytics & insights
Gain “at a glance” insight into card usage, active 
and expired subscriptions, top users, and more.

The right content
Create cards with important information — just 
once — and organize them into themed decks.

Mobile delivery
Automatically push cards to each subscriber and 

help ensure that everyone’s info is consistent.

Send messages
Send messages like announcements or promos to 
team members in your account. Choose to send 

messages immediately or select a future date and 
time for delivery.

Manage users
Organize subscribers into teams to help ensure that 

users only get the info that applies to their sales 
focus.

Edit subscriptions
Deliver appropriate information via centrally set 
subscriptions. Set start and end dates, choose 

applicable decks, and view status.
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Flipdeck for Teams 
Managed Account

With a Managed Account, you can empower your sales team without having to worry about administration or freeing up 
personnel to maintain your cards, decks, and subscriptions—because we do it for you. Got a new catalog you want to 
include? Just send it over. Have a new price list, new products, or updated promos to share? No problem. 
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Flipdeck for Teams Managed Account:

 D Create cards and organize decks

 D Distribute cards and decks to your whole team

 D Unlimited subscription feeds

 D Analytics dashboard

 D Send messages

 D Setup & load

 D Training

 D Help desk

Contact
Please use the contact below to ask a question, request a demo, or request a quote.

Lee Mayfield
Lee@Flipdeck.com
408.354.6280 direct


